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ACROSS
1 Episode that I

assume happens
because the writers
needed a break

9 Awards that Yanks
have won more
than any other
teams

15 Monument
honoring a fallen
one

16 Second shot, say
17 Video game-playing

gathering
18 Reap
19 Make a movie?
20 Distinguished

offspring
22 State case workers,

briefly
23 They have more

answers among
their answers

24 Just awful, in
modern slang (how
this got to be an
adjective, I don't
know)

25 Word omitted from
the official name of
a western NHL
franchise

26 Anticipatory start?
27 Directional prefix
29 Suspension from

culinary school
31 "The other thing,

actually"
34 "I'd take this ten

times out of ten"
37 Declaration

resulting from
internal pressure?

38 Not quite ticked
39 Cook's product that

you don't want to
eat

40 Where cariocas live,
informally

43 The study of it led in
part to the
invention of the
battery

44 Something to take a
flyer on

45 They can't be
carried out after
they're broken

47 It lacks a full moon
about once every 19
years: Abbr.

48 A lemon might only
be useful for them

50 Doctor temporarily
replacing another
(literally "place" in
Latin)

51 Go heavy (on)
53 Food item often

incorrectly
pronounced and
spelled with a tilde

55 Risk group
56 "We should do it, if

you ask me"
57 Open to being a

father?
58 Its participants may

stop at red lights

DOWN
1 One with a critical

role in board
meetings?

2 Number one
3 Coming naturally
4 Diaper changer,

informally
5 They factor into

scouting reports
6 With 6-Down,

"Hi-LA-rious..."
7 Participates in an

election?
8 Cry from a

frustrated puzzle
solver

9 Dog who waited
faithfully for
Odysseus to return
from his journey

10 Not quite be head
over heels?

11 One often
proposing a retail
price: Abbr.

12 Vinegary Indian
pork dish

13 "Just... stop"
14 They make pro

shots
21 "Can you grant me

that?"

25 Not inconvenience
27 "I'll come through

for you"
28 Ethylene, vis-à-vis

polyethylene, to a
chemist

29 One of the tributees
of the 1985
Commodores hit
"Nightshift"

30 Shout while
jumping definitely
not for joy?

31 Button that may
bring a laugh if you
press it?

32 Needed to give
back

33 "The nerve of that
one!"

34 Certain
generational suffix

35 Requirement for
ending ups

36 Spots where you
may get tight with
ramen

40 Request from a
dashing challenger

41 Made impervious,
as to adversity

42 Cross a border, in a
way

44 Acted the jester
45 "Dear Evan

Hansen" Broadway
star who reprised
his titular role in the
2021 movie version

46 Nikola Tesla,
socially speaking

47 Animal in the
etymology of
"ukulele"

48 Hawaiian equivalent
of tapas

49 Lure away from a
boring
conversation, say

52 End of many a
sentence

54 Take some lefts, say


